AFFINITY CONSULTING GROUP NAMED NETDOCUMENTS PLATINUM
PARTNER
Largo, Florida – April 26, 2019 – Affinity Consulting Group has been named a
NetDocuments Platinum partner, making the consulting company one of only six
worldwide to have received this recognition in the inaugural designation.
NetDocuments partners provide a unified sales, implementation, integration, and service
experience for their clients. The Platinum partner designation is reserved exclusively for
top-performing companies that demonstrate a genuine commitment to the partnership and
to the NetDocuments platform. Platinum partners achieve an exemplary level of customer
satisfaction and consistently reach the program’s highest revenue tier.
NetDocuments Partner Program Manager Steve Moulton says, “It’s been fun to watch
Affinity quickly rise to become a Platinum NetDocuments partner. We would never be
able to keep up with the 30% year-over-year growth we’ve experienced without Affinity.
We have been and will continue relying on them heavily.”
NetDocuments debuted its partner program at its 2018 ndElevate event in Park City,
Utah. The program relies upon a “partner value score” to assign partners to tiers. In
addition to revenue, factors impacting a partner’s score include workflow analysis and
design, advanced data migration services, system audits, custom application integration,
and training and floor services.
“We have worked with some of the largest and most complex NetDocuments
implementations in law firms and legal departments across North America”, says Affinity
partner Ron Warman. “Our team is well versed in all aspects of an implementation,
including workflow analysis, change management, complex data migrations, user
acceptance testing, custom development as well as training and floor support. The ability
to handle every aspect of an implementation sets us apart.”
According to Moulton, “It’s easy to see why firms are quick to choose Affinity. Their
comprehensive offering of NetDocuments services allow firms to spend less time
focusing on technology and more time practicing law.”
About Affinity Consulting Group: Affinity Consulting Group is a law firm
management and legal technology consulting company that inspires, enables, and
empowers legal teams of all sizes to work more efficiently. The company’s holistic
approach addresses the roles of people, process, and technology in optimizing
performance. To learn more, please contact Affinity Consulting Group by phone at
(877) 676-5492, by email at info@affinityconsulting.com, or by visiting
http://affinityconsulting.com.
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